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Session V : West

The Dark Beloved.



Either you will
go through this door

or you will not go through.
If you go through

there is always the risk
of remembering your name.
Things look at you doubly
and you must look back

and let them happen.
If you do not go through

it is possible
to live worthily

to maintain your attitudes
to hold your position

to die bravely
but much will blind you,

much will evade you,
at what cost who knows?

The door itself makes no promises.
It is only a door.

— Adrienne Rich



WILD SELF | SESSION V : THE WEST - THE DARK BELOVED

Who is the Dark Beloved? She is the one of you who revels in 
change and keeps the secrets of the Mysteries - that every death 
gives way to new life. She knows the real power in the dark and in 
the less savory aspects of ourselves and our world. She sees them 
for the power they hold to wield real change and threaten the status 
quo - from the ashes comes the Phoenix. The Dark Beloved - 
although often repressed and distorted in western contemporary 
culture, knows all about giving way and remains close to the 
underground river from which your life flows...listening...waiting... 
When all else in life is up and swirling, clouding our vision and our 
purpose, it is the Dark Beloved, our Muse, that holds the Thread for 

us, and reminds us of what is needed yet to be integrated, spoken 
for, and tracked for our Soul gifts to come through.

How do you know this one in you?
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from the work of Bill Plotkin - 
www.wildmindbook.com



The Dark Beloved - Qualities & 
Characteristics

Way of Knowing : Deep Imagination - 
Images and dreams that rise up and 
surprise you. 

Essence : Lover of mystery, intimacy, 
change, soul guide, muse, death midwife 

If Not Cultivated : Sterile, lacking 
creativity, extreme literalism, reductionistic 
thinking, dogma, pride, stiff and one-
dimensional, bored, detached, unaroused 
and unromantic, lack of intimacy with all 
things, scientific, lack of curiosity, 
disconnected from soul powers (all 
projected outward). 

Ways to Access/Cultivate : Dreamwork, 
deep imagery journeys, undoing, 
allurement, romance, dying, artistic 
practices, myth, ritual, ceremony, 
archetypal astrology, tarot, tracking the 
moon, night walks.
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Great Mother
Teacher, Elder, Leader, Manifester, Activist, Mentor

Dark 
Beloved
Soul Guide, Wanderer,  
Muse, Change-Agent

Wild Self
Seductress, Wild Woman, Amazon

Innocent
Wise Woman, Trickster,  
Sacred Fool, Maiden

Map of Psyche 
Modified from the Work of Bill Plotkin 

by Laura Larriva Page of The Rhythm Way

Big Picture 
Interconnection 

One-ness 
Light-hearted 
Deep peace

Nurture 
Responsibility 

Trust 
Resourcefulness 

Abundance

Belonging to earth 
At home in body 
Sensual/Sexual 

Expressive 
Emotional Intelligence 

Transformation 
Romantic 

Guide into the unknown 
Trust in the dark 

Loves depth 
Highly imaginative
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This is how an angel comes
out of the earth, upwards

from the underworld
when everybody thought

they came from the light wings
of the sky - no

they are massive -
on nights of rain and sleet, split

the soil, splash and muddy the grass
wingspans wide as lakes

wearing mud armor, they crawl
full length up rivers and streams
dam ditches, seep through drains

penetrate walls, barns, chicken coops
unsettle bats with wing-beats

that shake down trees -
remind us, cradled in our prayers

how we like to remain dry, sheltered.
This is how angels come

mouths full of earth
spitting verses

of poetry.

— Miriam Darlington



SESSION II REFLECTION & JOURNALING
Living into questions. This is a life practice. We’ll never be short of 
questions, nor will the best ones we carry ever truly be answered! 
Let’s begin this journey with a few stirring questions for 
contemplation or journaling. Or - better yet, you might walk with (or 
as - use your imagination) these questions on the land. Perhaps on 
your favorite trail or park. As you carry the questions (without trying 
to force a strategic answer), notice how your body feels, what 
beings or features you notice, what images or emotions might be 
present for you. Offer yourself the quality of your presence and 
attention without needing to make a story up about how you offer it 
(i.e. good or bad). Just notice.

How do you feel you are connected to your dreams, visions, and 
imagination? 

What is romancing you?

What is dying in your life and how do you relate to that part of 
the life-death cycle? 

What is your comfort level with change? 

What most terrifies you that simultaneously draws you near?
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Journal Questions for All : 

What do you feel to be your strongest facet? 

What is your weakest?

How might you cultivate your weakest facet?
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Plotkin, Bill, Wild Mind : A Field Guide to the Human Psyche. 
(www.wildmindbook.com)

A Deep Bow to :

• My mentor in this work, Dr. Bill Plotkin (www.animas.org)

ADDITIONAL 
RESOURCES
Soulcentric Coaching Sessions with Laura

Join us on the land for our next Wild Immersion

Check out additional complementary self-guided courses and 
written resources here.

REFERENCES
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